NetScaler for Microsoft Exchange 2013

Microsoft Exchange 2013 is an advanced messaging product that seamlessly connects users to their business email, calendar and contacts. Users can access Exchange 2013 over multiple devices including PCs, tablets, and mobile phones. With a simplified approach to high availability, businesses can now enhance reliability and reduce complexity for users. Protecting sensitive and confidential information with advanced disaster recovery capabilities is now easy with Exchange 2013.

Enhance Exchange with the world’s most advanced web application delivery controller

Maximize the full promise of Exchange with Citrix NetScaler - the industry's leading application delivery controller. NetScaler provides a scalable and highly accessible platform for Exchange 2013 as well as other Microsoft technology deployments. Mail services like Exchange require the best in class application availability, optimization and security for both enterprise datacenters and service providers spanning multiple customers. NetScaler has the power enterprises need to run Exchange 2013 up to five times faster, delivering unmatched messaging performance and availability for the workforce. Additional NetScaler benefits for Exchange include:

Ensure maximum uptime for Exchange

NetScaler ensures high availability for Exchange Server by leveraging load balancing and network optimization capabilities. It improves the efficiency of server and network resources. Exchange requests will only be directed to healthy resources capable of completing the user’s request.

Improve Exchange performance

Improve the performance of Exchange 2013 by applying caching, compression and TCP connection optimization with NetScaler. This helps reduce the amount of data sent to users, resulting in significantly faster response times. It also reduces bandwidth requires to improve the end-user experience for a faster and more responsive Exchange 2013.

Enhance security

NetScaler application firewall ensures the safety of your email environment by offering monitoring and access control for your Exchange environment. With advanced attack protection, NetScaler secures Exchange from outside threats and protects confidential data and sensitive communications. The application firewall also protects the environment on any device anywhere, including mobile clients.
NetScaler + Microsoft Compatibility

NetScaler seamlessly configures into any Microsoft infrastructure. Utilizing configuration templates for key Microsoft applications and built-in System Center integration provides the choice of physical or virtual appliances. Set-up wizards and AppExpert templates make integrating and configuring NetScaler with Microsoft technologies easy. Template features include:

- Pre-configured policies for advanced optimizations like caching and compression
- Modify existing templates and save changes for increased agility
- Replicate exact configurations easily for improved scalability

Already deployed in thousands of networks around the globe, NetScaler supports the scalable, reliable, secure delivery of Microsoft Exchange 2013 and introduces centralized management and application visibility and control. Now your organization can take advantage of high reliability levels, improved end-user experiences and increased security, all while reducing Exchange ownership costs.

Learn more about how Microsoft Exchange 2013 deployed on Citrix NetScaler can reduce the costs associated with deploying, managing and operating your server environment. Visit our partner page at Citrix.com/NetScaler.